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"How To Make Your WEB SITE TALK Without Spending an Arm and a Leg!" Introducing Audio Player

Pro "Audio is truly a great way to personalize your site, build trust, educate and create a bond with your

visitors. The problem has always been trying to incorporate audio because of technical reasons and/or

high, ongoing costs associated with it. Jason and Jeremy, I congratulate you for coming up with a great

product that both simplifies website audio and also eliminates the ongoing costs associated with putting

audio on your website. Not only do I highly recommend your product to every one of my students, I also

use it myself on every one of my websites!" Matthew L. Connelly From: Jason Blackston and Jeremy

Gossman Guaranteed to work on your web site without expensive flash or high monthly fees... Until now,

putting audio on your web site meant making an investment in expensive software and being at the mercy

of some programmer. Or worse yet, subscribing to some "service" with an interface for a monthly fee.

Now you've got an option, and one that won't break the bank! It's called Audio Player Pro, and it's

sweeping the online world like wildfire. Some of the biggest names in Internet Marketing today use the

power of audios for everything from testimonials and endorsements to messages for their clients. Now

you can too! If you're anything like we were when we began, you're probably on a tight budget.

Sometimes it seems like the tools you need are just out of reach. Not Today! We've put our heads

together to come up with an audio solution that will do the job you need at a price you can afford. And it's

so simple to use, a child could do it! But why have audio on your website in the first place? Well, besides

preventing back pain and red watery eyes, it does 2 main things: A Personal Touch - When people hear

your voice, they sub-consciously start to feel more connected to you and what you have to offer! A level

of trust is built and they are drawn to the words on your page. Education - People are not willing to sit and

read every word on a website. Why not talk to them? Educate them much faster with an audio. "So why

doesn't everyone have audio on their web sites?" That's a great question, and the first thought that pops

into my mind is money! Honestly, who can afford it? I mean, unless you're already a big time marketer,

you simply dont have the money to pay every month for audios. Instead you're left sitting on the bench

wishing you could get in the game! Well, wish no more! Audio Player Pro is here, and it's going to give
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you an overwhelming, almost unfair advantage..... We're talking about performance enhancing stuff that

takes you straight from being a 3rd string punter to an All-Pro Quarterback! Best of all, you don't have to

spend all your cash to get it! So put your money back in your pocket, take a deep breath and relax! We're

going to show you an audio solution that totally levels the playing field! You'll have audio on your websites

just like the big boys - and we're not talking about just internet marketers here, but huge corporations with

unlimited budgets too! That's right! You'll have high quality audio on your website AND save literally $$$$

hundreds of dollars a year and $$$$ thousands of dollars over a lifetime. Best of all, you'll be nipping at

the heels of the ones that DO pay these high fees! Let's talk about how it works... Solution = Audio Player

Pro If You already have the tools to create and host audios then all you really need is a way for others to

hear You when they are viewing Your website. That's where "Audio Player Pro" Audio Player Pro comes

into play! Audio Player Pro produces a code that you can paste onto your website that will enable the

viewers default player. Example: When you arrived at this site, your audio player opened with the text

"Introducing Audio Player Pro" below. Your default player may be set on Real Player, Windows Media

Player or something else. Regardless, the code created by Audio Player Pro enabled your default player

and you were able to hear me! The audio did not have to stream from your web server. That can be a real

pain and those on dial up may have problems trying to listen. When you clicked on our Audio Player Pro

you were able to play the audio right from this website (No Slow Streaming Involved). Directions on how

to use the Audio Player Pro are provided below along with a picture of the software program. Here's How

it Works! 1. Enter Your Filename - This is where you enter the filename of the audio that you have

created. If you forgot where you saved the file or what you named it, just use the nifty (Browse) button

beside the box to find it. 2. Enter Your Website - This is where You enter the URL of the site where your

audio is located. 3. Enter Your Text - This is where you enter the text that you want displayed below the

default player. Ex.) This one says, "Here's How it Works!" 4. Choose Your Alignment - You have the

option of where you want the default player and Your text to show up- Right, Left, or Center. 5. Choose

Your Preferences - Select the Font, Color, Size, and Style of the text you entered. 6. Generate the Code -

After performing the above steps just click "Generate" and receive the code that will call on the viewers

default player. 7. Grab the Code - After you Generate the code, You click on "Grab" which copies the

code. Now click Copy Code then paste onto your HTML doc. It's that easy! Just paste the code, upload

your file and Voila! Youre now kicking out audios on demand! You can use Audio Player Pro over and



over again for every audio you create. Audio Player Pro is standing by to produce the codes you need,

whenever you need them. See what others have to say about the Audio Player Pro....... "When

advertising their product or service, many marketers think, "Do I want it high tech, or do I want it high

touch". Thanks to Jason and Jeremy, you can have both! Audio Player Pro is the first program of its kind

that makes is easy and inexpensive to ad professional looking audio to your web sites. With audio, your

visitors feel better about you and your product or service, so more of them will become customers. I

recommend Audio Player Pro to add high touch back in to your high tech marketing strategy." Jeff

Dodson "Thanks to your Audio Player Pro software and e-book even a Writing teacher like myself, can

quickly and easily put audio on a website! As a teacher, I am always looking for products to save time and

money. Audio Player Pro fills both those needs!" Kelley Blackston "A four star product! Audio Player Pro

is going to turn the Internet on it's ear." John Klesaris Plus with every purchase of the Audio Player Pro

software, you'll also receive the Audio Player Pro pdf e-book that takes you by the hand and shows you

step-by-step methods on how to record and effectively utilize audio on your web site! The book alone is

worth its weight in gold! Your search for understanding web site audio has now ended! Within the pages

of this book, you will not only receive specific steps on recording and utilizing audio but also useful audio

links that are truly priceless in value. "So what's the cost of the Audio Player Pro software and ebook?"

For a limited time, you can own your own copy of the Audio Player Pro software and e-book for just

$47.00! Take advantage of a program that allows you to have the same quality sound on your web site as

others at a fraction of the price! But wait! There's more. When you purchase the Audio Player Pro

software and e-book for $47.00 you automatically receive full Re-Sell Rights! Now that you understand

the value of the Audio Player Pro. You too can have the ability to resell the Audio Player Pro and e-book

for a recommended price of $47.00 or give it away as a free bonus. Plus, you have the right to give away

all the free bonuses that come with it. Did you know that almost 80 of web users have a sound card and

can play audio from the web? Why not take advantage of this expanding market? When ordering you will

receive a certificate for Full Resell Rights and you will be able to download the full Audio Player Pro

package which includes: Audio Player Pro software and ebook In addition to the software, e-book, and

re-sell rights, we are also including two awesome Free bonuses! Bonus Gift #1 Pocket Voice Recorder

3.4 Pocket Voice Recorder is sound recorder that records equally well from microphone and any other

input line available with your sound card. Recordings are organized as messages and may be easily



exported to standard WAV sound file format. The program has 10 minutes of recording capacity (when

filled up simply use export to WAV option to archive recordings that you want to keep and then delete

them from the program to free space for new recordings). Bonus Gift #2 dBpowerAMP Music Converter

(dMC) One of those must have utilities, indispensable for converting audio files from one format to

another. Part of dMCs formidable arsenal, is its ability to rip music straight from Audio CDs!, or LPs

[optional install]. Straight out of the box dMC can convert to and from Wave, Mp3 and from CD Audio

(CDA) files. Volume Normalization - have all audio tracks use same volume. ID Tag preservation &

Editing - keep those ID tags between conversions, Explorer Audio Info Pop-ups - display useful

information on an audio file in explorer, Convert To - simplest way of converting right click on a file and

select Convert To, Fully compatible with Windows 95/98/ME NT4/2000 and Windows XP + Linux (when

using Wine). Some of our colleagues told us we were crazy to give this program away for such a low

price! But we're not crazy.... We know what it's like to want something so bad and be denied because of

cost - been there, done that. That's why we created Audio Player Pro. It's easy, it's inexpensive and it can

be yours today! Provide the personal touch and education to your website just like you've always wanted!

Your Audio Player Pro is waiting, just........ Pick Yours up today! BUY IT NOW FOR ONLY $1.50
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